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Increased Trade Tensions Possibly Contributing to
Slower Debt Payments in Key Sectors


Varying impact, with commerce-wholesale and transport/storage sectors most
affected



Trade payment trends across all SME sectors are generally stable

Singapore, 8 November 2018 – The impact of trade tensions may be starting to affect
Singapore SMEs that are most exposed to global trade, a study of the payment data of more
than 120,000 companies in Singapore across a broad range of sectors has indicated.

The payment patterns of SMEs across eight major sectors were analysed in terms of
timeliness – payment within terms, within 90 days and above 90 days. The proportion of
SMEs in the commerce-wholesale sector that made their payments within terms declined
from 45% to 41% quarter on quarter (QoQ), for the period ending September 2018. For the
transport/storage sector, it decreased from 43% to 39% for the same period.

These two sectors also registered a marginal increase in the proportion of SMEs that are
more than 90 days delinquent. The proportion of SMEs in the commerce-wholesale sector
which were more than 90 days delinquent went up from 9% to 11% QoQ. For the
transport/storage sector, it increased from 11% to 13%. However, in general, delinquency
rates across the SME sector were stable.

Mr James Gothard, General Manager, Credit Services & Strategy SEA of Experian, said:
“Over the past year, there has been an increase in US-China trade tensions, associated with
tariffs, which may be beginning to show its effect. Commerce-wholesale and
transport/storage are the sectors that can be impacted by global trade tensions.”
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Mr Gothard added: “Trade tariffs, through their downstream effects, have the potential to
impact Singapore’s SMEs in a number of ways – by reducing the competitiveness of their
exports and by affecting sales in overseas markets. Even if a specific country is not the
target of tariffs, demand for intermediate goods from a country that is the target can be
impacted.”
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In the last quarter ending September 2018, business sentiment among SMEs for the six
months to end-March 2019 have also dampened, with lower revenue and profitability
expectations across all sectors, as indicated by the SBF-DP SME index. In the backdrop of
the US-China trade tensions, SMEs in general have become more cautious, but this has
been tempered by regional opportunities in Southeast Asia as well as by the year-end festive
season which is likely to be marked by an uptick in spending.
Mr Gothard said: “A considerable number of Singapore SMEs still derive their revenue
sources from external markets. Coupled with increasing domestic competition, there may
well be a reprioritisation of market opportunities, with greater focus on emerging marks such
as the Philippines, India and Myanmar.”
END
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About DP Information Group
DP Information Group (DP Info) is Singapore’s leading provider of information, analysis and
intelligence on the Singapore corporate sector. With an unparalleled database on the performance
of local companies and access to the world’s best analytical services, DP Info uncovers the meaning
and significance in data and gives its customers the knowledge they need to make better business
decisions.
Part of Experian, the world’s leading global information services company, DP Info offers a range of
powerful tools for assessing the credit worthiness and financial health of both companies and
individuals. DP Info’s key services include:







QuestNet – An online information portal used by Singapore’s leading financial institutions
and law firms
DP Credit Ratings – a proprietary credit rating model that reliably predicts the probability of
company default
DP SME Commercial Credit Bureau – a member-based platform where the payment records
of each members’ clients and suppliers are shared
SME Advisory Bureau – Singapore’s one-stop business advisory centre for entrepreneurs and
business owners
DP Credit Bureau – which analyses the credit records of millions of Singaporeans to assist
financial institutions make lending decisions
The Singapore 1000 Family of Awards – Singapore’s most prestigious definitive corporate
awards, honouring the nation’s best performing companies

For more information, visit www.dpgroup.com.sg
About Experian
Experian is the world’s leading global information services company. During life’s big moments –
from buying a home or a car, to sending a child to college, to growing a business by connecting with
new customers – we empower consumers and our clients to manage their data with confidence. We
help individuals to take financial control and access financial services, businesses to make smarter
decisions and thrive, lenders to lend more responsibly, and organisations to prevent identity fraud
and crime.
We have 16,500 people operating across 39 countries and every day we’re investing in new
technologies, talented people and innovation to help all our clients maximise every opportunity. We
are listed on the London Stock Exchange (EXPN) and are a constituent of the FTSE 100 Index.
Learn more at http://www.experian.com.sg/ or visit our global content hub at our global news blog
for the latest news and insights from the Group.
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